Acenden Primary Servicer Rankings Lowered To ABOVE AVERAGE; U.K. Special And Irish Primary Servicer Rankings Affirmed Dec 14
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OVERVIEW We have lowered to ABOVE AVERAGE our rankings on Acenden as a U.K. primary residential servicer. At the same time, we have affirmed our ABOVE AVERAGE rankings on Acenden as a U.K. special residential servicer and an Irish primary residential servicer. The outlook is stable. LONDON (Standard & Poor's) Dec, 10, 2014--Standard & Poor's Ratings Services has lowered to ABOVE AVERAGE its rankings on Acenden Ltd. as a primary servicer of residential mortgages in the U.K. At the same time, we have affirmed our ABOVE AVERAGE rankings on Acenden as a special servicer of residential mortgages in the U.K. and a primary servicer of residential mortgages in Ireland. The outlook is stable. Our ABOVE AVERAGE rankings reflect our assessment...
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